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Chairman’s Chat
There are many advantages of belonging to a
club such as ours. One, of course, is to
improve your riding and pass your advanced
motorcycle test. Another is to meet and mix
with other people who have a similar interest
to you. The best bit is being able to just turn
up to events and ride outs that have been
organised for the benefit of members.
I guess a measure to the success of these is
the amount of members that attend them. It
is not uncommon for us to have 30 – 40
members turn out for some of the club events
/ ride outs and although this is an excellent
attendance it does provide us with further organisational requirements. How
many breakfast places can cater for large numbers? How do we know how
many members will turn up? What will the weather be like? (that does affect
the numbers) Who is responsible for organising into smaller groups? Who
should be the various group leaders? Who will let the cafe know how many to
expect and rough arrival time? The list goes on and on.
Many of these issues can be resolved but often falls back onto the same
individuals to sort out. We need as much help as possible. If you would like to
help out on the day of events or have any ideas for improvement please come
and talk to any of the committee. We will really appreciate it.
Have you registered on our new web site yet? If not please do and start using
the forums. I know a number of ride outs have already been organised on there
and the 5 free “Tour of the Alps” holidays were snapped up really quick.
Actually the last bit was just a fib but if you don’t visit you might miss out on
something good!
Remember, keep telling your friends about SAM and bring them along to club
night. The committee are currently working very hard with ideas that will
enhance our club nights and in turn the enjoyment of them. Watch this space.
Have a safe month.
Richard
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Secretary’s Scribbles
I’ve just got my first decent ride out
of the year done, with a few more to
follow in the next few weeks.
Regular readers will perhaps
remember my “cheap weekend” tip:
I’ve bought a number of £9 rooms
from the www.travelodge.co.uk
website and will be exploring a few
parts of Britain I’ve not really
considered before. I started with a
hotel just outside Oxford on a
Sunday night. I took most of Sunday afternoon reacquainting myself with the
lovely lanes of north Essex before Hertfordshire and South Buckinghamshire
(that now seem to be suburbs of London!)
After a large meal and a good night’s sleep, it was off through Oxford in the
rush hour (not as bad as I was expecting) and into the Vale of the White Horse.
There were some superb roads and almost no traffic (for a Monday morning). I
had the White Horse and Uffington Castle to myself (and a group of cheeky
chaffinches who preferred eating the flies from my fairing rather than catch
their own!)

The ancient White Horse of Uffington
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I then spent a very pleasant afternoon riding around the Cotswolds on roads
I’ve never ridden before (some little more than cart tracks….see, you don’t
have to have a GS!). Then home via Milton Keynes (not a nice place, but you
can “make progress” through it!)
All in all, a superb riding weekend for no more than £50 including petrol,
meals and accommodation. Next stop Nottinghamshire!
If you manage to discover some of those hidden treasures of Britain, then
please let us all know via the “SAM Observer” or website forum and
Travelodge might sell even more bargain rooms!
Happy riding
Martin

New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new associate members:
Ruth Elmer

Chris Jones

Harry King

Ron Milton

A further warm welcome is extended to Ian Maxwell who joins SAM as a full
member.
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
we will put that right.

Test Passes
Congratulations to Kevin Connelly, Warren DiDuca and Phil Harris for passing
their IAM Tests. Kevin’s observer was Karl Hale, Warren’s was Tony Chyc
and Phil’s was John Goodwin.

Observer News
Congratulations to our Chairman Richard Toll for qualifying as a
Senior Observer, passing his test with the Area Examiner Jon Taylor.
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Academy Of Motorcycling
DSA - Approved Motorcycle Training
CBT - Compulsory Basic Training
DAS - Direct Access Scheme
Courses & Individual Lessons
Standard Test Training
Advanced Riding Techniques
(RoSPA Diploma Qualified Instructor)
Excellent All Week Training Facilities
Prices Guaranteed to be Unbeatable
Check Prices & Availability then Book Online
www.AcademyOfMotorcycling.co.uk
Tel: 01449 775776
Calls Taken All Week 8 till 8

Carole Nash Insurance
Motorcycle insurers Carol Nash are now "rewarding" SAM with a £ 20-00
incentive for each new group member who takes out a new policy. The free
phone number to call is 0800 083 4422, contact name is Barry Dixon.
Please quote to Carol Nash number 1597 this will ensure that SAM gets the
money. This offer does not apply to renewals

Bennetts Insurance
If you take out a new policy with Bennetts please quote T2983 (Training
School Number) as this will earn SAM £30.
Please note, if you buy online you will have to phone Bennetts with this
number. This offer does not apply to renewals.
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Caption Competition
May’s caption was of Jim Davies about to take a bite of a sandwich.
The winner was Phil Giles with:

“How much?? !”
Come up with funniest caption for this photo tonight and win a bottle of wine.
Write your caption on a slip provided and post it in the competition box.
Good Luck!

Judging will be performed by the Editor, with help from the committee and the
winning caption will be announced at the end of the evening.
Please send your photos, electronic or hard copy (which will be returned) to the
Editor for selection in next month’s edition.
P.S. Please don’t send images sourced from publications / the Internet,
as they are Copyright protected and SAM can’t afford the law suite!
The SAM Observer June 2008
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This Internet shop allows you to purchase regalia of the Suffolk Advanced
Motorcyclists group. All profits will go to SAM's charity which is
the East Anglian Air Ambulance.
Samples are on display and for purchase on Group Nights. See Mrs. Terry
Brooker for details and to view a printed version of the catalogue.
http://sam.spreadshirt.net

NB. This is just a small selection of the items available. There are over 90
items in various colour combinations. If you want something with different
colour combinations, just ask and we will see what we can do.
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Dates For Your Diary
Suffolk Constabulary BikeSafe
BikeSafe is a nationwide scheme, run by local constabularies, with the aim of
reducing motorcycle casualties by improving rider awareness, improving rider
ability and making individuals’ safer, better riders.
The Suffolk BikeSafe is held in Ipswich at the Martlesham Police Headquarters.
If you would like to offer your support by promoting SAM at BikeSafe, for a
couple of hours on any of the following Saturdays:
July 12th
August 23rd
September 6th
then please contact John Sillett on 01473 219488

SAM Round East Anglia Rally
The SAM Round East Anglia Rally (pub based treasure hunt!) has been
re-scheduled for Sunday 6th July. Better and Bigger than 2007. An application
form can be found on page 25. For further info please contact:
Chris Smith on 01206 251946 or John Sillett on 01473 219488

Ron Haslam Trackday, Donnington
Ron Haslam trackday on Wednesday 9th July at Donnington on their bikes –
CBR600. http://www.haslamraceschool.com
Contact Chris Roberts on 01728 861411

Belgium Classic Road Racing Motorcycles
Belgium “Chimay” classic road racing motorcycles, Friday 18th to Monday 21st
July. Dover-Calais then 150 miles to Chimay. Limited B & B.
Contact Keith Gilbert on 01449 675614
The SAM Observer June 2008
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May Slow Riding Day
The May Motorcycle Dexterity & Control Day was presented by Dave Bunn
and Simon Phillips. The attendees being Chris Jones, Phil Harris, Les Dobson,
Liam Cragg, Warren Diduca, Shaun Ruddick and Bill White.

The winner of the slow riding race was Les Dobson.

Info supplied by David Bunn.

Ed’s Soapbox
Welcome to the June edition of the SAM Observer.
Thanks to Dave Bunn for the info about the ‘May Slow Riding Day’ article.
Thanks also to Keith Wright for his ‘The Owd Sarfuk Bois Triumph Agin’
article and Keith Locke for the photo.
There’s no Chip Run this month as there were two in May. However there is
an additional Breakfast Run this month. Please see Karl Harl’s ‘Hint’s and
Tips Breakfast Run’ on page 12.
Has anyone attended (or is going to attend) any of the SAM organised events?
If so, then why not share your experience by putting together a few words, and
maybe a picture or two, for an Observer article?
Don’t forget to have a go at this months’ Caption Competition. It doesn’t cost
anything to enter and the funniest caption on group night wins a bottle of wine.
Cheers
Steve
P.S. If you’d like to help save the group on the printing and postage costs of
your monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, informing you of the availability of the latest edition of the
‘SAM Observer’ on the SAM website, then please give me your email details
on group night or send me an email.
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Hints and Tips Breakfast Run
Saturday 21st June – Organiser Karl Hale
I am organising a breakfast run on this day. It will have all the usual things, as
you would expect from a breakfast run, getting up early, riding lovely roads, a
chance to chat with like minded people and of course the chance for the
obligatory big girls and boys breakfast at the end (there is other stuff for us
petite people if not indulging). With this run you will get a bonus, a chance to
have your riding looked at and given feedback.
I don’t however want to use this as an observed ride per sae but just an
informal, relaxed way of keeping up or gaining knowledge of advanced riding.
Similarly I don’t expect anyone to turn up and do his or her own thing.
There will be no more than 5 per group – (see SAM’s guide for group rides)
A full briefing will be given at the start of the ride.
Individual riders will not be named in de-briefs.
De-briefs will be formulated from the general performance of the group that
are being looked at. Good points as well as not so good will be discussed.
This ride is ideal for anyone in the group whatever their status. It would be
nice to see a mixture of full and associate members as both will benefit.
Who can help me make this a success?
Friends of the group – socialize / enjoy.
Associates – Be part of led a group / participate in debrief / socialize / enjoy.
Full members - To be Pathfinders (lead a group) / be part of a led group /
participate in debrief / socialize / enjoy.
Observers – Assist in general observation of a group / Pathfinder / positive
demonstration ride / be part of a led group / participate in debrief / socialize /
enjoy.

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE! - KARL
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Hints and Tips Breakfast Run
Saturday 21st June – ‘Posh Pigs’, Beccles
NR34 7TD
Meet at Tesco Car Park, Stowmarket at 9:00 am.
Tesco car park Stowmarket
T/R through housing area
T/R then T/L at roundabout onto B1113
T/R at Finningham White Horse PH
T/L at T- junction onto A140
1mile T/R onto B1117 to Eye
In Eye T/R at T-junction then immediately left staying on
B1117
Watch out for L/T sign posted Halesworth / Laxfield
Stop and de-brief at Laxfield
Continue B1117 to Halesworth
In Halesworth T/R at first roundabout
Ahead at 2nd roundabout
T/R at 3rd roundabout onto B1116
Pass under Railway Bridge and follow road for approx
½ mile
T/L onto B1124
T/L at T-junction onto A145 to Beccles
When in Beccles follow signs for Ellough Heliport
‘Posh Pigs’ will be sign posted and on your left within
Ellough Industrial Estate
De-brief then a lovely breakfast.
*(When in Beccles if you follow signs for Ellough Industrial Estate they will
take you around the houses)*
The SAM Observer June 2008
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July Breakfast Run
Sunday 13th July – OK Diner, Stamford PE9 4AD
Meet at Tesco Stowmarket at 8.30 am
Take the A14 to Bury St Edmunds take the
A1101 to Lackford - Mildenhall - Littleport
At R/A 1st exit onto A10, at R/A 2nd exit back onto
A1101 to Welney
Over bridge 1st L to Tips End, at T junc turn L onto
B1093 to Winblington
At T junc turn L onto A141 then 1st R onto
B1093 to Doddington – Benwick – Whittlesey
At R/A 1st exit onto A605, at R/A 3rd exit onto
B1040 - Thorney
At X roads with A47 straight over, then 1st L onto
B1443 to Newborough – Peakirk – Glinton
At R/A 3rd exit onto A15 next R/A 1st exit onto
B1443 to Helpstone – Bainton – Stamford
Into Stamford Centre take B1081 – Tickencote
OK Diner should be sign posted!
Approx 100 miles please check map before the day, or use our “make a route”
feature on the SAM website
Check all routes with your Road Map (and/or see the map of the destination in
the Calendar on the SAM website) before setting out, then maybe no one will
get lost. Even better, take the route and a road map with you.
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist cannot and
do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to
vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle.
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committees
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route






If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group

The SAM Observer June 2008
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So You Think You Know ……?
Max Eaves
I first spoke to Max Eaves as he
stood next to his seriously big
bike on the breakfast run to
Dereham last month. Then at the
café I watched him eat the
biggest piece of toast I have ever
seen and after some interesting
conversation, decided he’d be
just the man for this month’s
biography.
Max, 33, now lives in
Tattingstone and is originally a
local lad. His partner Jeremy is
learning to ride, but finding it
rather scary. Max’s nomadic
existence has taken him to
Southampton, the New Forest,
Walthamstow (described as “whatta dive”), Ruislip and parts of Bucks thanks
to job contracts. He works as a broadcast IT engineer, or general technical
dogsbody if you wonder what that really means.
Max worked at the BBC for 6 years before boredom set in and he moved on to
Aljazeera International and also a Scandinavian broadcaster called Viasat.
After so much contract work, he is now starting in a permanent position with a
company in Ely, so no doubt he’ll be looking for an interesting route into
Cambridgeshire.
Max’s biking experience really began when he took his test in Southampton in
1997. He was studying at college there and the workload was driving him
bonkers. In need of something to retain his sanity, he decided that the danger
of riding around on big powerful motorbikes in leather would be an effective
distraction. So much to his dad’s dismay in 3 months he spent all his hard
earned cash on bike lessons and passed at the second attempt (don't stop in a
bus stop). Max then found a credit crunchingly high APR finance deal to buy a
Honda NTV650 Revere import and with the wind in his hair on the open road,
The SAM Observer June 2008
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the black leather and black visor, the world was his oyster. He did 22,000
miles in two years and loved every moment. When the gearbox gave up and
sort of lost neutral, the bike was sold on to a courier in London who wanted a
hack. He didn't even test drive and paid cash, so bypassing the dealer's profit.
Max bought the first of his 3 Honda Varadero’s in 2000 before they became
trendy. He covered 15,000 miles a year before the dealer took it back with
33,000 miles on the clock. The Varadero has taken him to places like
Germany, Poland, Sweden, Denmark, France and the last Honda Adventure
Tour in Spain, visiting the factory in Barcelona and white water rafting with a
bunch of Portuguese and a Spanish instructor. As he doesn't speak Spanish or
Portuguese, the sight of rocks rapidly approaching on either side of the river
was a hair-raising experience. Current bike is his new Kawasaki 1400GTR
which has done 12,000 miles in 10 months. Touring the country, especially
Scotland has been great fun.
Max’s IAM credentials were established during his time in London, but he first
visited SAM one evening in 2005 and was amazed at the turn out. He finds the
club remarkable as a good chunk of the membership actually turn up each
month for the meetings. The friendly atmosphere that evening was still present
when he finally joined in 2007 and he commended John Morgan for his
welcome 'meeting and greeting' of newcomers to the group.
A worthy tale was Max’s visit to Poland about 6 months after opening its
borders. Horror stories about the roads were unfounded, despite a less than
encouraging approach to the border. When presented with a bewildering
choice of 5 types of petrol. Max selected a vintage 100RON Super V Power
Max. Each controlled explosion rocked his engine and the backfiring could be
heard for miles. It was diluted with Euro 95 at the first opportunity. The
interesting Polish roads were resurfaced in a novel way without closure. First
grind away the surface (oh my god, no grip), then wet it (now ice skating), tar
it (splatter all over bike and leathers) and then apply a layer of stone. Most on
the trip lost any grip in the centre of the tyre and took about 50 miles to get rid
of the initial coatings on our front/rear tyres. It was like a scene from “Every
which way but loose” with tar everywhere. Finally, a visit to Gdansk (big
industrial heartland of enormous factories) was amazing. They were met in the
city centre by Lech Walesa who warmly shook 400 odd hands of all bikers.
The departure from Gdansk was just as amazing, as they closed the main
highway to allow a quick exit from the city. Now I must ask Max if this was
VIP status or were they just keen to get rid of him?
[Words by Nigel Hydes]
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Motorcycle Dexterity
& Control Days
(a.k.a. Slow Riding Days)
For every motorcycle spill that makes the local papers, there are many more
which never get much publicity. How many of you in you time riding have
never struggled to keep your bike upright while manoeuvring in a parking area,
or had to take a big dab with either foot while negotiating queues of commuter
traffic? Not many (if any). Very often in these situations the rider grabs a
handful of front brake, shortly followed by the resulting sound of expensive
plastic and metal making contact with the ground.
The SAM MD&C Days give you the opportunity to practice the art of riding a
motorcycle slowly, and to learn the techniques that will help you do it.
This year the venue will be the playground of Sidegate Primary School,
Sidegate Lane, Ipswich. (Map in the Calendar on the SAM website). Please
bring a drink and something to eat as we will have a break (and there are no
cafés nearby).

Sunday 22nd June
Saturday 26th July
Sunday 24th August
Saturday 20th September

All days start at 9am sharp,
and end 12:30 – 13:00 depending on numbers attending

The SAM Observer June 2008
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The Owd Sarfuk Bois
Triumph Agin
On a recent Bank Holiday, a few SAM members ventured to a rather grotty
Youth Hostel in Alfriston East Sussex, not one we shall visit again in a hurry.
But the surrounding countryside made up a bit for that, with places like Beachy
Head and Seven Sisters within walking distance and the great weather helped
as well. A group of us walked to Seven Sisters and couldn't fail to notice the
amount of timber that marred the landscape, or should that be sea / riverscape.
It was the result of last winters nautical disaster, when a ship full of timber
went down in rough seas just off the coast. Although a vast amount of new
sheds, fences and jetties etc have sprung up all over the shop, there's still tons
of it left, so get yer ol' Tranny van out and head south young man.
But one of the highlights of the trip had to be our visit to the local pub. When
there, we were invited to join in their quiz, which we accepted sharpish, the
team name, "The owd boiker bois from Sarfuk", consisting of SAM's version
of The Last of the Summer Wine, Foggy Locke, Little Jim Clegg, Compo
Wright and Wally Day with his missus Nora. Guess what? we "Thrawshed
Em" by a country mile, yes, the might of the Sussex Yuppies, Oh! and a team
of Essex bred SAM members, who to save embarrassment, shall remain
nameless. [but they are on the group photo]
The prize, a big bottle of
Champagne, which was
enjoyed by all, well mainly
Pam if the truth was known,
to have with our meal next
evening. We all answered
our fair share of questions,
but how Rob came up with
one about a modern pop
group called ZZ something
or the other, will remain a
mystery to us all for
evermore.
Safe riding, and join us next time.
Keith Wright
The SAM Observer June 2008
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SMART
RIDER

•

Compulsory Basic Training

•

125 cc & Direct Access

•

Rusty Riders Refresher

•

Riding Skills Development

•

Enhanced Rider Scheme

Professional Motorcycle and
Roadcraft Training on a one-to-one
basis (except CBT) in
Bury St. Edmunds
Contact Tony Fuller on
07763 018027 or 01440 786928
www.smartrider.co.uk
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FOR SALE – Givi Pannier, good order. Framework to fit GSX750F (2001) &
Triumph Trophy (1992). Also Baglux base to fit GSX750F (2001). £75
Call Sonnie Westley on Home – 01473 745630 Mobile – 07769 808963
FOR SALE – Ladies leather jacket (padded), medium, little used.
Excellent condition. £35 ono
Call Sonnie Westley as above.
FOR SALE – Mans padded one piece over suit (SIDI), large, little used.
£25 ono
Call Sonnie Westley as above.
FOR SALE - Yamaha Fazer FZS600, silver
grey, 2002 (52), only 9,600 miles.
Taxed and
condition.

tested

September,

excellent

£2,295
Call Ipswich 01473 716075
FOR SALE - Honda Blackbird, 1997 (R),
34,300 miles. Clean and tidy bike in good
condition. MOT'd till 6/2/09. Fabbri Double
Bubble Screen, Pyramid Hugger, Stainless
Exhaust Pipes, DataTool Alarm, DataTag and
new tyres. £2,600 ono
Call Dave Bunn on 01394 270044 or
07941686156
FOR SALE - Frank Thomas Summer Boots, yellow and black, size 7.
Good condition, hardly used. £30
Call Phil Sells on 01255 242723
Send your classified items to: sam.editor@hotmail.co.uk
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Safety SAM
In the previous Safety SAM, we looked at some basic pointers to maintaining
your tyres and hence your traction on the road.
Look after your tyres and they will look after you!
This month we are going to look more at what our tyres actually do and how
they grip the road surface.
Before we go further though, just consider this.
The tyre’s contact patch is where the bottom of the tyre flattens as it contacts
the road surface, forming an elliptical type shape. The contact patch of a car
tyre is about the size of a CD case – hopefully we have got one of those in each
corner! The contact patch of a motorcycle tyre is about the size of a credit card
and we only have two of them! The pictures below illustrate this comparison.

The size of that contact patch is affected by:
•
•
•
•

tyre size
tyre pressure
hardness / softness of tyre compound
tyre profile / shape

Varying any of the above can have significant impact on the way the tyre
behaves and its grip on the road.
The bigger the tyre width the bigger the contact patch. Compare the width of a
tyre on a Triumph Rocket to that of a commuter 500cc!
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Let’s consider tyre pressure. Run the tyre at lower pressure and the contact
patch can be increased but the load capacity of the tyre is reduced and the heat
generated in the tyre increased. In extreme conditions the temperature can rise
to dangerous levels. Hence racers might adjust pressure by as little as half a psi
at a time to try and find the optimum pressure. So it is important not to stray
too far from the manufacturer’s pressure settings as they will have been
determined to provide the correct amount of contact patch for a given load.
A soft tyre compound can grip the road surface more effectively than a harder
compound because it has more ability to interlock with the tarmac and produce
higher levels of traction. However, the tyre must first be allowed to warm up to
produce this level of grip. Starting the bike does not automatically bring the
tyres up to their operating temperature! Cold tyres are not as malleable and so
the rubber does not mesh with the peaks and troughs (or irregularities) in the
road surface, thus providing less grip.
As tyres are heated and cooled as part of going for a ride, they become harder
over time. This process is often referred to as the “heat cycle” and becomes
more pronounced with the softer the tyre you use. Tyres also become hard by
just sitting in a warehouse / garage. A good reason to be wary of any special
offers for any discontinued tyres – how long have they been sat on the shelf?
Tyre profile determines how big the contact patch will be at a specific lean
angle. A tyre with a rounded profile will have relatively equal amounts of
traction at any lean angle. A tyre that has a more triangular profile will have
less traction on the point but more on the sides as the lean angle increases. One
thing we are all aware of is tyre profiles do not wear evenly – ask anyone who
uses their machine to commute along any dual carriageway / motorway. This
squaring off of the tyre adversely affects the traction and handling. Put a new
set of tyres on a machine with tyres like this and it can be like riding a new /
different machine.
Having looked at the tyre factors that affect traction, we will go onto to
consider other factors that affect our grip and how we manage it.
Ride safe.
Safety SAM
The SAM Observer June 2008
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SAM Round East Anglia Rally
Application form
S.A.M. CHARITY FUN RIDE
SUNDAY, 6th JULY 2008
PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM IN BLOCK CAPITALS.
RIDERS’ NAME:
ADDRESS:

E-MAIL ADDRESS:
PILLION RIDERS NAME:
MOTORCYCLE REG:
HAVE YOU ENTERED AS A TEAM?

YES/NO

IF YES STATE TEAM NAME:

MINIMUM DONATION £5 PER MOTORCYCLE
AMOUNT PAID

£

APPLICATION FORMS AND DONATION TO BE RECEIVED
EITHER BY POST OR IN PERSON ON OR BEFORE 27TH JUNE 2008.
TO. JOHN SILLETT 37 BISHOPS HILL IPSWICH IP3 8EW
(WITH S.A.E.)
The SAM Observer June 2008
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FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Our Venue
Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Monday of every month
at Great Blakenham Village Hall

We have a “No-Smoking” policy in the meeting room.

Please leave quietly, and return
all chairs back to the storage
trolley provided.
The SAM Observer June 2008
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Observer Associate Charter
Purpose
The purpose of the Charter is to make clear the definition of what is expected
in Observer / Associate relationship.
The Observers
Have made the effort to train, not only for the IAM test but have taken part in
extensive Observer training to become Observers for the group. They are a
valuable asset to the group and give of their time freely, except for a small
contribution from the associates for their expenses. Observers attend regular
refresher training sessions with Senior Observers, support theory nights and
Riding Dexterity days.
The Associates
• Are expected to have an equal commitment with the goal being the IAM
test.
• Are to be available for regular observed rides ideally every two weeks
with at least 100 practice miles being covered in that period. Continuity
cannot be maintained with regular gaps of three weeks or more or no
miles between observed rides.
• Must agree the dates of the next runs at the debriefing and must practice
any improvement recommendations between the runs.
• Will where possible attend a riding Dexterity Day to improve their slow
speed manoeuvres and control.
• Must make an effort to study the theory by reading Pass your Advanced
Motorcycle Test and the Highway Code plus attend club Theory Nights
when possible.
• Cancellation of a planned run due to poor weather conditions will be at
the discretion of the Observer. If after a period of one month, an Observer
has not heard from the Associate it will be assumed that interest has been
lost and the Associate will be placed back at the bottom of the waiting
list.
• When the Observer feels the associate is riding consistently at the test
standard a Cross check will be arranged with a Senior Observer.
• The Observer will give as much help and encouragement as possible but
the onus is on the associate to endeavour.
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Events Diary
Thursday 19th June

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Saturday 21st June

Hints and Tips Breakfast Run
‘Posh Pigs’, Beccles NR34 7TD

Sunday 6th July

SAM Round East Anglia Rally

Sunday 13th July

Breakfast Run – OK Diner, Stamford

Monday 21st July

Group Night – Putoline M/C Oil & Products
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Thursday 24th July

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Membership Fees for 2008
Full Member £15.00 (£18.00 in 2009)
Associate £109 - Skills for Life
(25 years and under Skills for Life discount £20)
Includes the current issue of “Pass your Advanced Motorcycle Test” and your
IAM Test fee for new members
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Friend of the Group £6.00
For friend or colleague of a group member. The Newsletter is not included in
this price
Joint Full Members £18.00 (£21.00 in 2009)
Membership entitles you to 1 Newsletter per couple and to attend monthly
Group meetings which will encompass both riding and safety techniques,
speaker on interesting and varied subject, Group rides at weekends and
evenings and the fellowship of like-minded people.
Please support us by renewing and helping the Group to flourish in the cause of
safer motorcycling.
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